Let the Sentinel® Bike Storage unit manufactured by Tiffin Metal Products Co.™ give you the peace of mind that your bicycle will be secure while its parked inside, protected from the elements and from those that could vandalize or steal your bike while you’re away. Parking your possession out of view hinders those that might take advantage of an otherwise unattended bike, chained to a tree or post where wheels, handlebars, and accessories are inviting to some unscrupulous people. The heavy gauge steel box is powder coated, providing years of service and is easy to assemble. Various locking options allow you to choose the type that fits your location best. We have options to fabricate in stainless steel as well as aluminum. Sentinel can help!
Bike Storage

*2 door / 2 bike capacity (single also available)
*75"L x 39"W x 46"H (Single and double capacity)
*Locking Device options: Pop-out T-handle, User’s lock hasps, or electronic key
*Advanced internal locking hardware, engages bottom and side
*Metal divider with double door models
*Convenient leveling feet in all 4 corners
*Anchor brackets
*Walls, Top and Door Frames of 16 gauge sheet metal
*Pan constructed doors built with 12 gauge sheet metal
*Continuous 14 gauge stainless steel piano hinge for strength
*Powder-coat finish, variety of colors
*1 year Standard Manufacturer’s Warranty
*Shipped Knocked Down. Assembly Required